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PUBLIC HEARING 
 

October 22, 2012   6:00 p.m. 

Council Chamber 

City Hall 

 

MINUTES 
 

PRESENT: 

Mayor Wayne Wright 

Councillor Jonathan Coté 

Councillor Bill Harper 

Councillor Jaimie McEvoy 

Councillor Betty McIntosh 

Councillor Chuck Puchmayr 

Councillor Lorrie Williams  

 

STAFF: 

Mr. Rick Page  - Acting City Administrator 

Mr. Gary Holowatiuk  - Director of Finance & Information Technology 

Mr. Jim Lowrie  - Director of Engineering Services 

Ms. Bev Grieve  - Acting Director of Development Services 

Ms. Jan Gibson  - Acting Corporate Officer/Director of Legislative Services 

Ms. Stephanie Lam  - Committee Clerk 

Mr. John Stark   - Senior Social Planner, Development Services 

Mr. Jim Hurst   - Planner, Development Services 

 

The hearing was called to order at 6:04 pm. 

 

Mayor Wright read the statement concerning the proposed bylaw and the conduct of the public 

hearing. 

 

BUSINESS 

 

1. Zoning Amendment Bylaw (Changes to Floor Space Calculation in Single Detached 

and Duplex Dwelling Districts) No. 7537, 2012 [A Bylaw to amend Zoning Bylaw No. 

6680, 2012 re: amendments to (NR-1), (NR-2) and (NR-5) Zone Floor Space 

Calculations and Section References to Floor Space Definition.] 

 

 Attachments: 

- Notice of Public Hearing 

- Zoning Amendment Bylaw (Changes to Floor Space Calculation in Single Detached 

and Duplex Dwelling Districts) No. 7537, 2012. 

- Director of Development Services’ report “Amendments to NR-1, NR-2 and NR-5 

Zones Floor Space Calculations and Section References to Floor Space Definition” 

dated October 1, 2012. 

http://www.newwestcity.ca/council_minutes/1022_12/PH%202012%20Oct%2022%20Bylaw%207537,%202012%20Changes%20to%20NR1,2,5%20Floor%20Space%20Calculations.pdf
http://www.newwestcity.ca/council_minutes/1022_12/PH%202012%20Oct%2022%20Bylaw%207537,%202012%20Changes%20to%20NR1,2,5%20Floor%20Space%20Calculations.pdf
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- Correspondence received up to the date of the printing of this agenda, October 11, 2012:  

none  

 

a. Explanation of bylaw and proposed development of the lands (Director of 

Development Services 

 

Bev Grieve, Manager of Planning, introduced the proposed Zoning Amendment and 

highlighted details of the report, noting staff requests Council give the proposed 

Bylaw third reading following the Public hearing. 

 

b. Statement concerning the number of written submissions received and their 

distribution (Corporate Officer) 

 

Jan Gibson, Acting Corporate Officer, reported one piece of opposing 

correspondence has been received to date. 

 

c. Motion to receive submissions 

 

MOVED and SECONDED 

THAT the correspondence be received. 

CARRIED. 

All members of Council present voted in favour of the motion. 

 

d. Invitation to those present to address the bylaw 

 

Greg Jockin, West End Resident, spoke in support of the proposed Zoning 

amendment, acknowledging the changes would be modest, and noted the amendment 

would provide a level playing field for upgrades in consideration of the existing 

houses in the neighbourhood.  

 

The Mayor asked three times if there was anyone wishing to speak to the Zoning 

amendment. There was no response. 

 

e. Motion to refer to Council 

 

MOVED and SECONDED 

THAT the item be referred to Council for third reading. 

CARRIED. 

All members of Council present voted in favour of the motion. 
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2. Zoning Amendment Bylaw No. 7550, 2012 [a Bylaw to amend Zoning Bylaw No. 

6680, 2001 re:  to rezone 273 and 275 Sherbrooke Street from Single Detached Dwelling 

Districts (RS-2) to Comprehensive Development District (Sherbrooke Street) (CD-45).] 

 

Attachments: 

- Notice of Public Hearing 

- Zoning Amendment Bylaw No. 7550, 2012 

- Director of Development Services’ report “Proposed Rezoning of 273 and 275 

Sherbrooke Street – Preliminary Report to Council” dated September 17, 2012 

- Director of Development Services’ report “Proposed Rezoning of 273 and 275 

Sherbrooke Street” dated October 1, 2012 

-  Correspondence received up to the date of the printing of this agenda, October 11, 

2012: 

- On-Table Correspondence 

- Additional On-Table Correspondence 

 

Opposed 

 Catherine Cartwright, resident (2 submissions) 

 Julie Gaudet, resident 

 

a. Explanation of bylaw and proposed development of the lands (Director of 

Development Services 

 

Bev Grieve, Manager of Planning, introduced the proposed Zoning Amendment and 

highlighted details of the report. Ms. Grieve advised that the City would be third 

party to the agreement, and any future changes to the agreement would require City 

approval.  Staff requests Council give the proposed Bylaw third reading following 

the Public hearing. 

 

b. Statement concerning the number of written submissions received and their 

distribution (Corporate Officer) 

 

Jan Gibson, Acting Corporate Officer, reported the following correspondence has 

been received to date: 

 

 6 opposed, 62 in support.  

 

 

c. Motion to receive submissions 

MOVED and SECONDED 

THAT the written submissions be received. 

CARRIED. 

All members of Council present voted in favour of the motion. 

 

d. Invitation to those present to address the bylaw 

 

Procedural Note: Councillor Williams declared a conflict of interest and exited the 

meeting at 6:14pm. 

 

 

http://www.newwestcity.ca/council_minutes/1022_12/PH%202012%20Oct%2022%20Bylaw%207550%202012%20273%20275%20Sherbrooke%20Street%20Elizabeth%20Fry.pdf
http://www.newwestcity.ca/council_minutes/1022_12/PH%202012%20Oct%2022%20Bylaw%207550%202012%20On%20Table%20Corro%20%20E%20Fry%20Submission.pdf
http://www.newwestcity.ca/council_minutes/1022_12/PH%202012%20Oct%2022%20Bylaw%207550,%202012%20On%20Table%20Corro.pdf
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Catherine Cartwright, resident, spoke in opposition to the application, provide a 

written submission, and noted the following concerns: 

 Lives in lower Sapperton Area; 

 Approval of this bylaw amendment would encourage developers to change the 

residential zoning in the neighbourhoods one house at a time; 

 Advised that questions regarding the purpose of a Public Hearing were forwarded 

to the Clerk’s Office, and conveyed some of the responses to Council; 

 As the procedure makes no reference to allowing employees, clients, and friends 

to comment on a Public Hearing issue, especially with respect to those that do not 

live in the area, respectfully requests that those who are not impacted directly by 

the application, including those who are not New Westminster residents, not be 

permitted to speak to the application; 

 Expressed concern for the three Councillors who spoke in favour of the E-Fry 

proposal at a previous Council meeting, adding that their comments can be 

viewed through the online clips; 

 As a result of the comments, requests these Councillors not be permitted to vote 

on the bylaw. 

 

Council requested staff respond to Ms. Cartwright’s comments regarding non-

resident/interested speakers at Public Hearings. Rick Page, Acting City Administrator, 

advised that anyone is permitted to speak at a Public Hearing. 

 

Council clarified that their comments from previous meetings were in reference to the 

process, and were not made in support of the application. 

 

Tim Barton, Bunton and Associates and consultant responsible for E-Fry’s parking 

study, provided a PowerPoint presentation regarding the results of the study. The 

following points were noted: 

 

 Spoke to floor plans for the existing and proposed E-Fry building; 

 Advised that the proposed parking requirements are being recommended in 

consideration of existing and future use of the building. The total estimated 

parking stalls required is 22 stalls. 

 

Council questioned the following: 

 Whether parking issues deriving from the existing main institution located across 

the street from the subject property, such as congesting, were considered in the 

study? 

 Whether consideration was given that a child care facility may be included at this 

property in the future? 

 Did the institutional zoning prohibit the use of parking permits on Kelly street? 

 

Mr. Bunton responded with the following points: 

 Residential streets currently have restricted (permit only) parking; 

 The incorporation of Childcare Facility’s on site was considered in the study 

adding that five stalls for multi-purpose would be required; 
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 With respect to general childcare, it was noted 14-18 vehicles may require the 

parking stalls at any one time, noting this would only occur during a short period 

in the morning. 

 

Staff confirmed that the current policy for parking in institutional zones would not permit 

the use of residential parking permits. 

 

With respect to the demand of parking from E-Fry residents, it was noted much of the 

demand occurs at different times for different uses throughout the day, adding that peak 

times would be in the morning. Further, Mr. Barton reported that visitors should not 

impact parking throughout the work week, as E-Fry generally allows visitors only during 

evenings and weekends. 

 

Ken Grekul, resident, spoke in opposition to the application and noted the following: 

 

 The existing parking situation does not allow enough room between the building 

and the alley; 

 According to the report, zero additional spaces are being proposed; 

 Does not agree with the statement that visitors will only require parking during 

off-hours and weekends. If this statement is true, suggested the wording be added 

to the zoning bylaw; 

 With respect to the administration working at the proposed site, Mr. Grekul noted 

the report indicates no increase in staff and suggested these parameters also be 

included in the bylaw. 

 

Shawn Bayes, Executive Director of E-Fry Society, provided a PowerPoint 

presentation regarding the proposed Zoning amendment and spoke to the following: 

 

 Under the existing bylaw, zero parking is required for supportive housing; 

 For the proposed building, six spaces are required, but eight are being proposed; 

 Advised that on June 10, 2012, the use of parking was examined by installing a 

camera for a 24 hour period. As a result of these findings, staff were requested to 

stop double parking in the lot; 

 Noted that on a rare occasion, when there is no longer any parking available, 

funds have been provided to staff so that they may park in the paid parking areas; 

 Noted that in the future the City will have a greater urban land density than other 

city centres. The proposed institutional zoning will provide for these increases. 

 

Council questioned the use of the old (blue) building following the construction of the 

new building. Ms. Bayes advised that existing administrative staff will continue to work 

at this location, one commercial space, and the downstairs basement will have a drop-in 

centre. 

 

Council questioned how many vehicles E-Fry anticipates their residents will own on site. 

Ms. Bayes advised that from experience with the Pathways Program, which has operated 

for 12 years, only two people have owned or had use of a vehicle in the entire time. 
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Concluding her presentation, Ms Bayes provided a written submission. 

 

MOVED and SECONDED 

THAT the written submission be received. 

CARRIED. 

All members of Council present voted in favour of the motion. 

 

Lorraine Helmer, resident, spoke in support of the proposed bylaw amendment and 

noted the following: 

 

 Owning a car in the lower mainland has become a privilege, noting increase 

expansion of rapid transit throughout the years; 

 Advised that she has cash on hand for her visitors to plug the metres, adding that 

pay parking has become an aspect of living in the area; 

 Noted a head-office of an organization should not function in such limited space; 

 Supports the long-term housing aspect of the application. 

 

Odassa, E-Fry employee, Provided a PowerPoint presentation that gave a tour of the 

current office space at 402 East Columbia Street. Odassa noted the following: 

 

 Volunteers require adequate support and work spaces as these positions are 

unpaid; 

 The current work spaces does not allow for privacy; 

 The administrative area totals 103 Square feet; 

 Employees are doubled-up in their existing offices; 

 A meeting space is located in the Executive Director’s office; 

 As the Human Resources department only has two work spaces, staff found it 

difficult to approach the department with an issue as the area was limited. Those 

currently bringing forward issues do so with staff working in surrounding areas. 

 

Victoria Verovan, Employee, spoke to the value of the proposed child care units, and 

conveyed personal experiences regarding growing up in a low income family. Spoke to 

the emotions surrounding this event and the importance of children growing up in a stable 

environment. Suggested her lifestyle could be different if opportunities, such as E-Fry, 

were available in her youth. 

 

Holly, resident, spoke in support E-Fry, reporting she was once a former client. Holly 

conveyed personal experiences from being a victim of domestic violence, and noted E-

Fry is offering a safe place to go for those requiring a place to stay. 

 

Monica Harjosito, McBride-Sapperton Residents’ Association, spoke in opposition 

and noted the following: 

 

 The process for considering the zoning amendment has only occurred since late 

September; 

 The initial proposal noted 10 years of social housing, 37 daycare spaces, and jobs; 

 Was surprised to learn that first and second reading was being given to the zoning 

amendment with exclusion of the daycare piece; 
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 Reported that at the most recent Residents’ Association (RA) meeting a vote was 

regarding support of the building. Of the 36 in attendance, zero voted in support 

of the bylaw amendment; 

 The RA was surprised to learn, on October 4, 2012, that the application was not 

brought forward to the City’s Advisory Planning Commission; 

 Noted the RA received notice regarding the changes to the application; 

 Suggested that had scrutiny for the projects, or the articles in the paper, not 

occurred, most individuals would be unaware of the application; 

 Added the project and process appears to be rushed; 

 Informed that the RA was not notified of the E-Fry open house; 

 Reported that given the high profile and nature of the project, the lack of 

communication has been unacceptable. 

 

Joan Begg, resident, spoke to the bylaw adoption process and noted concerns regarding 

the project. Reported that issues surrounding the application are being discovered and E-

Fry’s latest efforts to remedy the situation have been noted as acceptable by the City. Ms. 

Begg noted two of the three main areas in the initial proposal are now excluded from the 

presented application.  This matter has resulted in reasonable concerns and noted she 

feels strongly that the residents of lower, historic, Sapperton, has been bullied with the 

process throughout the last two years.  

 

Justine Pattison, E-Fry Employee, spoke to the daycare portion of the proposal, noting 

the following: 

 

 The proposed daycare space would allow for 37 children seven days per week; 

 Noted the need for daycare in community is increasing; 

 EFRY is aiming to meet the needs of the neighbourhood and make daycare 

available for non-traditional working hours; 

 The proposed daycare facility meets demands of community; 

 The proposal has minimal impact on traffic and parking; 

 Through use of onsite and outdoor playspaces, programs are being offered for 

children. 

 

Council requested clarification on the childcare aspect of the proposal, acknowledging 

that many of the comments provided throughout the evening have been in reference to the 

exclusion of the daycare portion. 

 

Ms. Bayes, responded that the changes to the project include removal of one floor, which 

was done to reduce the size and scale of the building. This change was made in response 

to concerns regarding shadowing to a neighbouring property. The second change is to do 

with the use of the space in the zoning, adding that the proposal is now for multi-purpose 

use. This zoning still allows the building to be build to childcare code/standards; 

however, also allows for different use in the future. 

 

Shane Williams, resident, noted that E-Fry is a credited organization, runs a similar 

agency in Surrey, and sees 350 vulnerable people per day. Noted that E-Fry services 

addresses challenges much are the result of not having affordable housing.  
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Council questioned the difference for the delivery of services provided by E-Fry in the 

lower mainland and if this proposal would be a benefit to women. Ms. Williams advised 

that statistics continue to show that there are more shelters available for men, and that 

women will often find alternate places to stay, sometimes through sex trades.  

 

Catherine Cartwright, resident, read a written submission on behalf of Lutz Hotfield. A 

PowerPoint presentation was given to highlight the following concerns: 

 

 The report demonstrates a lack of parking; 

 The project would set a dangerous precedent; 

 Requests Council not approve the proposed zoning amendment. 

 

Anne, Monarch Place, spoke in support of the project and provided the following points 

regarding income assistance and lack of housing: 

 Income assistance does not provide adequate funds for housing; 

 It is difficult to find a one bedroom apartment for less than $700; 

 Many individuals find accommodations by finding roommates or staying at 

rooming houses; 

 As a result of these facts, women often find themselves in unsafe situations and 

are often subject to abuse. E-Fry works with women in need to find the best 

possible solution to their housing needs. 

 

Anna Truong, Senior Services Society and resident, spoke to the parking and safe 

affordable housing. Ms. Truong conveyed the following: 

 Spoke to personal experiences of working at places with no parking; 

 Housing is a human right in Canada and internationally; 

 Urge mayor and council to support the E-Fry proposal 

 

Council questioned if the Senior Services Society has always worked in conjunction with 

E-Fry. Ms. Truong advised that often times the Senior Services Society will collaborate 

with E-Fry, adding that they are an asset to seniors’ services. 

 

Jerry Sommers, resident, spoke in opposition to the application and noted the following: 

 

 The location is not appropriate for this type of development, adding that the 

building will change the nature of the neighbourhood; 

 The proposed project will exacerbate the existing parking issues; 

 Noted the McBride-Sapperton Residents’ Association voted 0-36 against the 

development; 

 Reported 94% of households signed a petition to preserve the current zoning. 

 

Council requested staff provide clarification regarding future development at the site, 

noting Mr. Sommers’ made reference to the possibility of additional commercial 

developments or condos locating to the area. 

 

Jim Hurst, Planner, advised that the City currently does not possess any plans that show 

commercial development on the north side of Sherbrooke Street. Mr. Hurst advised that 

on Keary Street, there are plans for additional hospital support. 
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Karen O'Shannacery, Executive Director of Lookout Aid Society, noted the following 

points: 

 Housing is needed for women; 

 Lookout Aid Society has minimal spaces, and are turning women away because 

there are no resources and need to find safe secure places for them to live. Women 

of New Westminster deserve to have those places, and Ms. Shaughnessy 

requested Council support the application; 

 Noted E-Fry is a credible organization and one that has provided a leadership role 

for services and families; 

 With respect to parking, noted the Lookout Aid Society currently hosts 87 units of 

housing for those who are vulnerable, adding that there is no parking available at 

any of these locations. Throughout operation of these facilities, only one request 

for parking has been made; 

 E-Fry should be seen as a resource and a community asset. 

 

Council questioned if the ten units of residential housing could be accommodated 

elsewhere. Ms. Shaughnessy responded no, adding that at this time, there are more 

resources for men than women. There are not enough shelter beds for women, 

particularly women who are victims of abuse, at the Lookout shelters. 

 

Council acknowledged the Lookout Aid Society for hosting three shelter programs, and 

queried how many of the occupants are women. Ms. Shaughnessy advised 25% are 

women, and the capacity cannot be increased. The existing waitlists are already high 

resulting in people being turned away. 

 

Steve Neeworth, resident, spoke in opposition, and framed his presentation as a series of 

the following questions: 

 

 Is it fair to say that E-Fry has not finalized their plans? 

 Will there be a daycare? Parking? 

 If a daycare is potential, shouldn’t the parking be incorporated into the plans now? 

 Will there only be one commercial space? 

 Fair that efry hasn’t finalized plans? 

 If rezoning is passed, will neighbours have a say? 

 Can Sapperton’s Official Community Plan be reviewed prior to the next election? 

 

Council queried if staff could indicate where the entry of the daycare would be located, if 

drop-off zones would be allocated to the area, and if details could be provided. 

 

John Stark, Senior Social Planner, advised the following: 

 Child care is permitted use at the space, drop off is generally a 2 hour window, 

and may have two drop-offs at one time; 

 Most cases, drop-off areas are two spaces and can be metered; 

 The entrance will be located off of Sherbrooke Street. 

 

Shannon Dolton, resident, noted some of the opposition to this project is a result of 

concerns regarding parking issues in an already busy area. Ms. Dolton spoke to the 

definition of “neighbourhood”, and how this proposal would not suit that definition.  
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Dale Scribner, resident, spoke in opposition to the proposed zoning bylaw, adding the 

proposal would pose safety concerns for pedestrian and vehicle traffic in this area. Mr. 

Scribner advised there is currently a lack of use for the crosswalk in the area, and adding 

a daycare facility in this location is not a good idea.   

 

Procedural Note: The meeting recessed at 8:09pm and reconvened at 8:27pm. 

 

Stacey Ashton, resident, spoke in support of the proposal. Ms. Ashton advised that she 

respects and supports the project, the support in housing provided by E-Fry would be 

valuable.  

 

Bonnie Moyarti, resident and E-Fry employee, spoke to the many women, past and 

present, utilizing E-Fry’s services, and referenced the 60 women that went missing in the 

lower mainland, adding that E-Fry knew a majority of the people. Ms. Moyarti believes 

many women would still be alive if the programs offered by E-Fry were available to them 

in their time of need. 

 

Janet Dorsa, resident, spoke to the frustration felt resulting from the lack of response 

and understanding to their concerns for the project. Ms. Dorsa provided the following 

comments: 

 Although many of the comments delivered this evening are in support of 

affordable housing, noted that the project states the housing is non-market; 

 Spoke to the indecision of the daycare portion of the proposal; 

 Noted the accusations of lower Sapperton residents being unsupportive of the 

projects means they are unsupportive of E-Fry, adding those statements are untrue 

and offensive; 

 Noted she is in support of E-Fry, noting she is not requesting they vacate and 

adding her request is they not expand into the existing neighbourhood. 

 

Douglas Dorsa, resident, spoke to the great work provided by E-Fry, adding their staff 

have been excellent at providing services for those in need. 

 

Mr. Dorsa seconded Ms. Dorsa’s concerns, adding that much of his frustration is due to a 

lack of clear responses to their questions.  

 

Council noted the daycare component has not changed in the proposal, adding that the 

main change is with respect to the size of the building.  

 

Captain David McPherson, Salvation Army, resident, and pastor of the local 

Salvation Army Church, spoke in support for the E-Fry proposal. Captain McPherson 

noted the following: 

 

 He is proud of the society and the way they stand up for social justice; 

 Noting the concerns expressed by residents can be worked through; 

 Encouraged Council to consider the questions heard today and to find a way for 

this program to be completed. 
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Council noted much of the frustration expressed by the neighbourhood is due to a lack of 

communication. Captain McPherson noted often times, neighbourhoods and the public 

express concern for the opening of similar facilities, often fearing it will erode the known 

and loved existing neighbourhood. Captain McPherson noted if planned well, often times 

the fears are allayed, adding that in all circumstances there will always be individuals 

who are unsatisfied with the final decision. 

 

Captain McPherson reported the Salvation Army had previously been home to the 

Extreme Weather Shelter, adding that in all its years of operation, no complaints have 

ever been brought forward by the community.   

 

Anne Pathel Johanis, Board of E-Fry, reported the Board has listened to the feedback 

and concerns of the community, and noted the following: 

 

 E-Fry is part of the community; 

 E-Fry cares for the wellbeing of all New Westminster residents, adding their 

compassion has been demonstrated in the amendments to the plans; 

 Although the proposed zoning bylaw states multiple uses, the intent for the space 

at the building is daycare; 

 E-Fry has always made efforts in being a good neighbour; 

 The proposal supports multiple City priorities, non-market housing, employment, 

and daycare; 

 Noted the proposed meeting rooms at the facility could be shared with the 

Community. 

 

Vallen Mah, New Westminster Union Gospel Mission, spoke to the need for a shelter, 

adding that E-Fry is a credited and professional organization, and is trying to meet the 

City’s needs. It was noted the true issue is in finding partnership to transform the 

community.  

 

Andrew Adel, resident, spoke in opposition to the proposal adding the proposed site is 

an inappropriate location for this development. Mr. Adel suggested other areas, such as 

the Brewery District, be considered and that the City assist E-Fry in locating an 

appropriate place for development.  

 

Patrick Anthony Knowles Junior, resident, spoke in opposition to the proposal, noting 

the location is inappropriate. Mr. Knowles Junior noted social problems stemming from 

the institution will overflow into an existing neighbourhood, referring to an incident held 

on March 31, 2012 when his property was from the alley. After consultation with his 

neighbours, discovered he was not the only victim of theft, further, noted the issues 

commenced when E-Fry came to the area in 1998. 

 

Donna Jay, resident, felt compelled to speak in response to Captain McPherson’s 

comments, noting that a community and neighbourhood ,such as Sapperton, has worked 

hard to create a good place to live. The material issue is that residents do not feel that the 

process has been well planned, communicated, or executed, adding that the fears and 

concerns felt are rational. Residents are requesting Council postpone consideration of the 

zoning amendment so that time can be spent reviewing a concrete, specific plan.  
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Council noted submissions from individuals not present at the Public Hearing will be 

received and considered; however, not read orally at the Hearing. 

 

Mayor Wright called for further first time speakers.  

 

Bruce K. Martin, resident, conveyed personal experiences and spoke in favour of E-Fry 

and the proposed project. 

 

Mayor Wright called three times for first time speakers to the application. There was no 

response. Mayor Wright called for second time speakers.   

 

Lorraine Helmer, resident, speaking for a second time, spoke to large corporations 

providing parking for their employees, adding that E-Fry is doing the same. Ms. Helmer 

acknowledged that visitors of E-Fry may find themselves in the same situation as 

residents, where if parking is not found on site, paid parking will need to be used.  

 

Holly, resident, speaking for a second time, conveyed personal experiences with E-Fry, 

noted the benefits of housing provided by this proposal, and queried if the actual 

opposition to the proposal is with respect to parking.  

 

Catherine Cartwright, resident, speaking for a second time, spoke to the recent OCP 

amendment, adding that reaction has been generated by a strong sense of community of 

those living in the existing neighbourhood. Ms. Cartwright noted her opposition is to the 

intrusion into the existing neighbourhood, not to E-Fry.  

 

Ms. Cartwright suggested Council direct E-Fry to develop in a more appropriate location, 

and reported the McBride-Sapperton Residents’ Association and Merchant’s Association 

is against the proposal as well.  

 

Ms. Cartwright noted Council has an opportunity to restore faith at City Hall adding that 

just because OCP has changed, does not mean the Zoning should change.  

 

Ken Grekul, resident, speaking for a second time, spoke to an earlier speaker’s query 

regarding further development on the north side of Sherbrooke Street, reporting that this 

idea came from the City Planning Department. Mr. Grekul advised that the idea of a 

buffer zone was initially presented to the public at the first Advisory Planning 

Commission meeting. 

 

Council noted the matter of a buffer zone does not reflect the matter on the table, which is 

the zoning at this address.  

 

Mr. Grekul noted that clarity, which identifies the parking requirements and land uses, 

need to be noted in the zoning bylaw.  

 

Tim Barton, Bunton and Associates, speaking for a second time, provided clarification 

regarding the following parking requirements at E-Fry: 

 

 There is a difference in data from today and September report, and that is because 

some things have changed; 

 “Estimated demand of parking during peak hours” is based on industry standards; 
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 There are three non-conforming stalls located on the property. The current plan 

shows 22 stalls, and noted the three stalls will become two stalls to meet the legal 

requirements in terms of size; 

 With respect to parking spaces for a multipurpose use as opposed to child care, it 

was noted the use of daycare falls under multi-use, and therefore the requirements 

do not change.  

 

Monica Harjuosito, McBride-Sapperton Residents’ Association (RA), speaking for a 

second time, noted the first point of her concerns was with respect to process, and the 

second was regarding the merits of the project.  

 The proposal demonstrates a three-storey office building and ten units of social 

housing; 

 The RA is unclear of the daycare situation, and wants clarification as it is a key 

selling point of the proposal; 

 The RA is opposed to adding an office building to the area; 

 It appears that the building is being justified because of its services, but from the 

RA perspective, if the proposal is for an office building, the development then 

loses its credibility.  

 

Shawn Bayes, Executive Director of E-Fry, speaking for a second time, spoke to the 

issue of employment and noted the following:  

 

 Office space provides employment, and this will provide a place of employment 

to 13 individuals; 

 The project is not about finding land for the cheapest price; 

 This property comes with the responsibility of minimizing impact on the 

community; 

 As a result, investment is being made on building underground parking; 

 The daycare will provide services to people who work non-traditional hours; 

 Housing is important to E-Fry, and the Society is committed to this project, 

adding that office space is an important function of the Society; 

 

MOVED and SECONDED 

THAT the items be received.  

CARRIED. 

All members of Council present voted in favour of the motion. 

 

MOVED and SECONDED 

THAT individuals be permitted to speak a third time. 

CARRIED. 

All members of Council present voted in favour of the motion. 

 

Catherine Cartwright, resident, speaking for a third time, spoke to E-Fry’s comments 

regarding overcrowding of employees, adding E-Fry could build offices at a different 

location.  Ms. Cartwright reminded those present that parking continues to be a voice of 

concern because it is an issue that currently exists in the area. This proposal is seen to 

exacerbate the situation. With respect to Ms. Bayes’ on-table submission, Ms. Cartwright 

noted many of the signatures of support do not list an address, adding that many of the 

addresses noted on the forms are for 402 East Columbia Street. 
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Council reiterated that the only change in the proposal is the reduction of floors (in terms 

of zoning and uses on the site).  Council queried the status of jobs provided at the site and 

whether there was ever an attempt to provide 100 jobs. 

 

John Stark, Senior Social Planner, advised that there may have been a misunderstanding 

regarding the information provided, noting this error was corrected in a subsequent 

report. The original report recorded all job positions provided by E-Fry in the lower 

mainland, not in New Westminster, and was noted in reference to the City’s Livable 

Strategy. 

 

Shawn Bayes, Executive Director of E-Fry, speaking for a third time, spoke to process of 

democratic society and the right to speak. Ms. Bayes’ advised that often times the E-Fry 

address (402 East Columbia Street) is used because individuals wish to protect their place 

of residents in fear of individuals knowing where they are located.  

 

e. Motion to refer to Council 

 

MOVED and SECONDED 

THAT Zoning Amendment Bylaw No. 7550, 2012 be referred to Council for third 

reading. 

CARRIED. 

All members of Council present voted in favour of the motion. 

 

ADJOURNMENT 

 

ON MOTION, the hearing was adjourned at 10:11 pm. 

 

Certified Correct, 

 

 

 

      

WAYNE WRIGHT  JAN GIBSON 

MAYOR  ACTING CORPORATE OFFICER 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  


